Master Level
International Semester in english

DIGITAL MEDIA AND FUNCTIONAL PRINTING

Period of study: Spring semester 30 Cr ECTS package

Specific computer processes for printing 8 Cr ECTS
Structured Digital Documents XML-DNS
Pre-media technologies
3D printing
Digital files for printing
Networks
Form web and IT project management

Industrial engineering 6 Cr ECTS
Signal processing (problem based learning)
Sustainable development
Technical intelligence
Production management
Company visits

Printed electronics 5 Cr ECTS
Printed electronics (courses and labwork)
Printed electronics: components
Digital printing
Electronics basics

Project 11 Cr ECTS
Innovative or research project

Contact: Isabelle Desloges - International Officer
isabelle.desloges@pagora.grenoble-inp.fr

http://pagora.grenoble-inp.fr/en
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